The Wealth Management
Industry in Perspective

The wealth management industry in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
represents a roughly $800 billion opportunity. Figure 1 shows the total amount of
assets in the hands of affluent individuals (with more than $100,000 in investable
assets), high net worth individuals (dollar millionaires or HNWIs as those in the
financial industry call them), and ultra-high net worth individuals (the UHNWIs,
which have at least $30 million in investable assets). As the figure shows, wealth
in the region lies mostly in Turkey and Saudi Arabia. Egypt and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) represent a second tier for wealth management firms — with
roughly $60 billion to $110 billion in investable assets in the hands of the richest
10% of the population in each country. The other countries in the region
represent ancillary markets, with roughly $20 billion in assets each — or the
amount of wealth required to make the top 50 in the Forbes 1000.

In the Middle East, most assets lie in the hands of very few ultra-high net worth
individuals. According to the annual Merrill Lynch-Cap Gemini World Wealth
Report for various years, North American and European wealth tends to spread
out at roughly a ratio of $3 million to every ultra and regular high net worth
individual in the region. The MENA region — despite the World Wealth’s Report’s
data — has ratios closer to 7-to-1. The high concentration of wealth in the region
provides wealth management and private banking firms a unique opportunity to
service relatively few ultra-high net worth clients without the expense of servicing

large numbers of clients. Moreover, the political uprisings in the region will likely
do little to dampen accumulation of wealth in the region.

These dramatic changes in the sources of Middle Eastern wealth — and relatively
lack-lustre returns on equities in global equity markets — probably drove the
Western broker-dealer to enter Middle Eastern markets more aggressively, rather
than to wait for the Middle East’s ultra-wealthy to come to them in Europe. On
the figure, we show some of the many announcements by foreign broker-dealers
who increased staff or investments in wealth management offerings in the Middle
East or both. As of 2012, most of their major global banks offer wealth
management and private banking in the Middle East.
Global investment houses have expanded their offerings in the Middle East. Such
entry — particularly by foreign wealth management firms — exacerbates an
already existing tendency for investors in the MENA region to invest abroad.
Middle Easterners send roughly 70% of their wealth overseas, as opposed to the
US and Japan’s 3% and Western Europe’s 25%. More recent estimates by the
Boston Consulting Group place the off shoring of wealth management-related
assets at about 50%.

The limited data available suggest that these wealth management firms are
increasingly trying to operate directly in MENA countries. Figure 4 shows that
foreign banks have increasingly been participating in Middle Eastern markets. At
the beginning of the decade, foreign banks comprised only about 10% of the
total market by assets. Banks coming from the Arabian Peninsula from the
member countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council comprised about 27% of
assets. By the end of the decade, foreign banks made significant progress —
taking about 20% of the market. Such a trend suggests that Western banks are
seeking to capture a larger share of the Middle Easterners’ wallet — moving from
wealth management to a broader range of banking services.

Characteristics of Regional Wealth Management
Wealth management firms in the GCC struggle with many of the same challenges
that Western firms face. But the businesses are not fully aligned. There are unique
features to the GCC, which require different management sensitivities:

Fractionalization
It can be difficult to have oversight of the bulk of an Arab client’s assets, given
the fractionalized nature of Gulf society. Recent Saudi overtures to form a GCCwide political union seem fantastical to many; a common currency has been
debated for years with little tangible progress. That macro perspective informs
advisory work, with investors reacting to one-off ideas on an account-by-account
basis, rather than comprehensive planning. Local firms may be more effective
than international firms in overcoming this business hurdle.

Fund Fatigue
Arab investors have long objected to the notion of outsourcing investment
management to a distant third party. Yet they also realize that the constrained
skill set in local markets requires them to look abroad for some advisory
relationships. Fatigue with an ongoing stream of investment ideas packaged as
funds – over which there is little control – may be one reason why direct investing
has become so popular. The issue is particularly prevalent in the current
environment because of the extraordinary competition for limited discretionary
capital.

Long Duration Assets
Arab investors’ need to maintain high levels of liquidity may be a cyclical stance.
In practice, the region has always been heavily exposed to long-duration assets
such as private equity and real estate. Higher income and early-stage exit
requirements are a relatively new concern for illiquid categories. Sovereign wealth
funds may have led the way here because of their limited asset-liability matching
requirements. These long duration assets have traditionally complemented,
rather than competed with, robust equity positions.

Suggestions for developing the wealth management industry in GCC
The key to developing the local wealth management industry, and thus,
economic development, consists of encouraging ultra-high net worth individuals
to bring their money home. Changes in investment law clearly affect the ease of
business and the development of the local wealth management industry. The
figure below provides an assessment of the development of a local (national)
wealth management industry. Not exactly surprising results emerge. Prospects

look best in countries – like Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey – which already have
relatively well-developed financial sectors.

The analysis suggests that countries like Tunisia and the UAE could develop more
quickly if they generalized their zona franca approach to finance. Both countries
have a financial center with relatively few restrictions (Tangiers and Dubai
respectively). Their zona franca status has allowed both countries to become
wealthy quickly. However, to continue growing their wealth, and thus, their
wealth management industries, they will need to extend reforms beyond isolated
geographical areas. Countries like Yemen, Oman, Algeria, and Syria require
nothing less than a full-scale rewriting of their banking and securities laws.

To Conclude
Wealth management in the GCC represents both a boon and a potential bust for
local and international financial institutions. The future of wealth management in
the Middle East will depend on whether policymakers and bankers can develop
local wealth management services, which grow local economies, and thus,
increase the number and portfolios of affluent individuals. Policymakers will need
to encourage local financial institutions to become more competitive by letting in
foreign competition, changing banking and securities laws, and growing local
companies whose share are worth buying.

